Before Class 6

(A preparation for class—nothing here is for credit, but it’s strongly recommended)

1. Read Section 23.5-23.6.

2. Work through these slides.

3. Try Conceptual Questions 7, 9, 13 and 15 on pages 652-653, then Problem 51 on page 656.

4. Try the items in Before Class 06 MP (that’s a Mastering Physics assignment in this term’s MP course–see the link on page 2 of the Syllabus for full instructions on how to get started with Mastering Physics this term). This term’s course is called OSU PH 213 -- Coffin -- Spring 2017, and its course ID is MPCOFFIN08129.

   Note that all MP “assignments” are for practice only—there’s no credit for them. Just work as many of the items as you need to in order to have a firm understanding.